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IRB Sport Advisory Group Meeting Minutes 
 

Date:   21 October 2014 

Venue: Teleconference 

 Phone – 0800452934 

 Pin - 9612440879 

Time: 7:30pm 

Attendees:  Katie Watts (KW) 

Shane Edwards (SE) 

Brad O’Leary (BO) Chairperson 

Seth McPhee (SM) 

David Hickey, Rescue Asset Manager (DH) 

Mike Lord, Sport Manager, SLSNZ (ML) 

Nick Anderson (NA) 

Craig Todd (CT) 

Apologies:  Peter Gibbons (PG) 

Justin Martine (JM) 

Invited:  none 
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1. World Lifesaving Champs Update 

 This was not discussed as Peter and Justin who attended or had teams attend were not 
available for the meeting. 

 

2. Update on Events 

 ML updated the group on the North Island IRB championships, entries are open and 
planning underway.  Johnny Clough is the event referee and Craig Todd is the event 
safety officer. 

 ML ask if we could get some support from the IRBSAG to identify possible starters for 
IRB racing. 

 KW confirmed she would try a few local people for the North Island IRBs and CT would 
see who is available in Southern Region for the SI and National Champs. 

 CT questioned the Prem’s age group and developing a method to increase racing 
during competitions. 

 An email from Waikanae was tabled around the possibility of running some more racing 
or training on the Sunday following North Island IRBs.  The IRBSAG agreed this would 
be a good opportunity to cover some key items to help develop IRB racing. 

 
Recommendation: 

 IRBSAG to should tap some interested starters for IRB event. 

 Look at ways to provide more racing for Prems grade. 

 ML to pull together some programme details for a development day following North 
Island IRB’s. 

 

3. Event Rules Compared to Australia 

 ML discussed the difference between Aussie, ILS and NZ rules.  The group discussed 
the rules and positives and negatives with some of the differences.  It was noted that 
some of the Aussie changes they made may not have solved some of their issues.  e.g. 
having a turning buoy prior to patient buoy to reduce speed. 

 There are some rules that need to be looked at closely to see if SLSNZ adopt them to 
reduce the risk on members.  e.g. driver exiting the boat, 2 patient in IRB Teams and no 
solo. 

 
Recommendation: 

 ML and IRBSAG to detail an observation plan for the season to assess risk areas and 
trial different rules. 

 ML to discuss the rules with SLSA and assess any further changes they are looking to 
make. 

 

4. Technology 

 PG and JM technology information was tabled and discussed. 

 ML explained that if the IRBSAG have ideas and details on technology that will enhance 
our sport, make it safer etc then we need to detail costs, impact to sport, ongoing costs, 
time, risks, support systems.  Once we have this information and have done the 
research to back in implementation then SLS can plan for this in their budgets and 
apply for funding.  We may be able to plan for 2015/16 season to trial some new 
technology also. 

 ML explained that the entry system is due to be overhauled and a new system would 
provide some big advancements and capability of our events. 

 BO asked that any ideas the IRBSAG have to table them and research the details. 
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Recommendation: 

 IRBSAG to table technology ideas for discussion then research the ideas that will 
enhance our sport and submit an introduction plan to ML for including into the next 
seasons plans. 

 ML to continue to work towards developing a new entry and results system. 

 

5. IRB Competition Safety 

 DH detailed the introduction of a new supplier for Lifejackets for the coming season.  
PFD’s are supplied by Burnsco and will be available shortly.  The PFD will have Surf 
Lifeguard on the back and coloured red/yellow.  The type being supplied is the same as 
the competition IRB PFD that Australia use.  The PFD can be used for Patrolling and 
Competition purposes. 

 ML detailed that PFD’s are now compulsory for IRB racing in Australia and is an area 
SLSNZ have risks.  The IRBSAG discussed the rules and requirements of having a 
PFD on and how it would make our events safer for athletes.  SLSNZ have three 
lifejackets they will be showing around competitions and IRB related programmes to 
promote the product and also test for competition. 

 ML detailed the risk around patients and not wearing helmets in NZ.  The IRBSAG 
agreed there is risk and patient should be wearing helmets during racing.  This is also a 
mandatory requirement of SLSA. 

 
Recommendation: 

 Lifejackets to be highly recommended for 2014/15 season for all Drivers and 
Crewperson’s. 

 Helmets to be highly recommended for 2014/15 season for all Patients. 

 Lifejackets to be mandatory for 2015/16 season for all Drivers and Crewperson’s from 
the 1st November 2015 in all IRB Competition and Training. 

 Helmets to be mandatory for 2015/16 season for all Patients from the 1st November 
2015 in all IRB Competition and Training. 

 

6. Next Meeting 

Date: Tuesday 18th November 

Time: 7:30pm to approx. 9.00pm 

Venue: Phone Conference - Ph: 0800 452 934, Pin: 961 244 0879 

 

Meeting closed:  8.37pm 
 


